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Abstract	
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Radio observations of the planets are providing much valuoble information
about thas q remote environments. Most of these objects art black bodies emit-
ting thermal radiation which appears brighter at short wavelengths but we grin-
orally wish to investigate the effects of Atmospheric absorption and subsur-
face best condition on them which requires observations using a wide variety
of ;4stronomtcal techniques over a large range of wavelengths, test parameters
change only slowly with wavelength so that continuum radiometry at selected
wavelengths its sufficient in most cases.
Many of the planetary signals are weak and it is very important to acou-
rarely separate their emission from that of the background sky and nearby
confusing sources. This involves continuous comparison with the nearby back-
ground by various switching, on-off, and scanning techniques plus roohservA-
tion of the same spot in the sky after the planet has moved away. often, over
2/3 of the time required for an observation is actually spent on comparison
rather than looking at the .sctual target planet. Recently, aperture synthesis
observations using interferometers have provided very high resoluti-on" pictures
of some of the plan p ts and removed many of the background problems.
hjothr.r important concern is calibration of the results so we can have
accurate values of the absolute temperatures of ' ,iese bodies. This requires
mensuremnnt of the antenna parameters nnu also the effects of the errrh's
atmosphere upon the incoming signals. with careful evaluation it is poss.:ble
to obtain an absolute accuracy of better than 7% at all wavelengths and
relative values are known to a few percent..
The planets themselves can be divided into three natural categories: 1)
those which are essentially all atmosphere, namely the giant gasous Jovian
planets; 2) those without atmospheres, including the moon, Marcury, most sat-
I
ellitas, and that aateroids; and 3) those for which both surface and atmospher-
tc offetts
 are oportont, such as Vanua. In the drat case, by wasaericg at.
several wavelenXths across the spectral Und of asaesonia which acts as the ma-
jor opacity source in the atmospheres of the giant planets, we are able to sc-
curately determine its abundance and also measure the tamperature distribu -
tions in the low atmospheres below the visible' cloud layers. 'the atmosphere
less bodies are in equilibrium with incoming solar radiation and by measure-
ments at different phase., in e^tetr diurnal cycles we can astabli ih the heat
t
flow and radiative properties of their subsurface layerso these are related
to the physical rropertiers of thermal, inertia and dielectric constant, For
the terrestrial planets with both solid surfaces and atmospheres, a complete
analysis of the tramIer of radiation through both the surface mate .-tats and
r
the atmosphere above can provide knowledge about both regions. By using a
large: range of wavelengths we can choose some spectral, regions where the sty
mospheri.* opacity ii complete and others where we see down to the solid sur-
face. Finally interferometric observations of the synchrotron emission from
t
Jupiter's radiation belts` has {liven us a wealth of det..iled information about::
the planets' magnetic field and energetic particle environment.
Observations in the near fur-ire will include more high resolution aper-
ture synthesis to see individual features on many bodies and also radiometry
an a larger sample of the smaller bodies,
a
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1, Introduction
Although the use of space vehicles has now Allowed u• to directly sample
h	 remote sensingsome planetary env.onr^nts^ these is still at ^resi< need 4^tkr_c^na t__	
from the FArth for two major reasons. (l) Space exploration, particularly
below the surface or underneath ` cloud layers, has been limited to only a very
few planer:4 and we need a broader sample of the full range of objects if we
are. to understand how these various bodies {it into a consistenk: distribution
rind ovolutionary pattern foe the solar system, (2) We often wish to know how
a particular planet will behave under changing conditions of solar illuminp-
:ion including diurnal 4ffects, seaons, the sunspot cycle, etc. 'this requires
a program or regular monitoring which in currently impractical with .a limited
number of space probes.
At radio wavelengths reflected solar radiation is negligible and most
bodies in the solar system are simple thermal emitters, radiating in propor-
tion to their temperatures according to the Planck law:
2hN, 1 	 	 (1)F ^7rc
where T. is the ,itensity of the radiation at a given frequency v, h is
Planck's constant, c is L,,r , speed of light, k is W)ltzman's ronstant, and T is
the absolute temperature. The measured flax density, .5v , generally expressed
in MKS units of watts m- 2 "2- 1 , is then given by the expression
S	 I • sa	 (2)
4	 V
where i2 is the solid angle in the sky subtended by the body. If the size is
known, it is possible From these relations to determine the brightness temper-
AL.-	 J
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attire of a planet. 'thins buck-body emission to continuous, but so** molecules
with microwave tranattLons have Wen found in the ol *oaphoreu of s planets
and a limited amount of spectroscopy has been performed on them to determine
the composition 4nd structure of the stmsosphtres.'
4he only t. xAmplos; of non-ther l rAdio *mission in the solar system (ox-
cluding the Sun) are found for Jupiter (see the roview in rate%ronca t)' and to
a much lesser emtent 18aturn, which have large msgnatospheres containing trnp-
ned relativistic electrons. 'lhvse prodgce synchrotron radiation sand also
interact with the ionosphere or upper astmostphere of the planets in a manner
which is still not fully understood to produce bursts of Tow frequency emts-
sign. 10c:iuse most objects a re black-bodies, wn shall emphasize continuum
xadtometry but ;also give some discu4sinn of spect,roscopi.r techniques and the
ineA suremotit of non-thesem:al. emission,
T1. Observing i'rocedures
liiStor, ic,al.ly most planotxary ul,e ervations have been mnd a with stnglo
parabolic-refl c;tor .antennn,. Tie:se have angular power response patterna in
the sky which are complex Bessel functions but caan go^nerally be quite well
represented by Gaussian di.stri.btation.s. For a circular aperture., the half-
power beamwidth, IIPII J, ..-an be well Baiaproxim;aced by
1P8 1.4 - 1.2 .N /1l	 (radians)
	
(3)
where: X is the wavelength and 1) is the diameter of the telescope. Tie ex; ct
value of the constant depends upon the detailed illumination of the reflector
l lierge, G.L. and Gulkis S. 1976, in Juelter, ed. by T. Gehrels (Zlacson: Univ.`
of Arizona Press), 621.
_r
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aurfac o by the food slomoot lo"ted at tine focus 2 but the boaswidth wail
generally bre Wah %argot than the angular else of #my planets thus inveeaeti-
gation of longitudinal differences requires repeated mossuraments *# tho body
rotates and no resolution in latitude is available.
Recent advances to interfarowetric techniques using sort than one antenna
have now allowed us to obtain greatly improvee resolution and make aperture
} synthesis maps of several of the larger planets. This has allowed us to see,
for the first time, the actual brightness distribution across the disk and has
f
	
	
led to gro*tl.y improved understanding of many phenomena. Several aspects of
observing are common to bath single-dish and aparture-synthesis techniques.
'these #oill be presented together, but the specific procedures for each type of
observing will be discussed separately.
r
A. Choice of Observing Frequency
	
maare are several factors affecting the optimum frequency with which to 	 1
observe a given planet. Because most of them have temperatures between about
50 ana 750 kelvin, their emission  peaks in the infrared, and we wish to ob-
se-ve at as high a radio frequency as possible in order to record the strong-
est signal. A high frequency or short wavelength is a;so desirable to obtain
goad resolution as shown by equt ,ton (3) its which the half power beamwidth of
the antenna is directly proportional to the wavelength.
On the oth*r hand, radio telescopes are often easier to operate at low
9 frequencies. The surface tolerance of a parabolic reflector should be main-
tained to within an rms accuracy of one-sixteenth wavelength for good effict-
i
k
2Kratus, J.D.` 1966, Radom
 
ronom t (thew York: McGraw-Hill) chapter 6.
i
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unawy3 and to data, no telescope# 3ar;*r than about 15 a in diameter have been
t°
_ constructed to maint ain that accuracy at millimeter wovaleogths. 	 thus the
largest telescopes operating at centimeter wayslangths currently offer better
^a
resolution than can be obtained at millimeter wavelengths. 	 Anew 25-a We-
uope being proposed by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory and a 30-a
telescope being constructed by the Max Planck Institute for Rodi+osetronomy
should help to correct this problem.
Another equipmental problem is that parametric and maser amplifiers are
difficult to construct at short wavelengths so that in the millimeter rang
k
the signal must he feed directly into a: lousy mixer in a superheterodyne recel-	 1
x
veer system with no preaamplificatton.
	
These mixers can be cooled to reduce
their noise level, but are still not as effective as systems with some pr+eam-
plifictation of the signal beeor.e mixing down to a lower frequency for addi-
tional processing. A promising new improvement in mixer technology is an S'IS
(superconductor-ins[Bator-superconductor) device currently being devel.opaed4.
In addition, wide-band bolbmeters, which are starting to be developed at mil-
'	 limeter wavelengths, should also help to alleviate this situation.
I
A. Measurements with Single Telescopes
1. General; Techniques
a) On-off. The simplest method to' measure the brightness of a planet is
to merely move the beam on anti off the position of the planet and record the
difference in the signal. A typical time for the integration at each position
3Rusch W.V.T. 1976 in Methods of E xperimental Physics ^- Astrophysics, Radio
Telescopes, volume 12, part A, edited by M.L. Meeks (New YorAcademic Press),
chapter ,I :3,
4 Phillips, T.G., woody, A.P., Dolan, G.J., Miller, R.E. and Linke, R.A. :1981,
IEEE Trans. ,- MAG, l7, 684.
I# perhaps one minute.	 ftr longer intervals, receiver or otmeapharto Moog-
tions may cause a variable response # while for shorter intervals, to 	 much
time in spent to moving the telescope between positions, 	 obf wealt sisoolf
many int*Xrations may be a4ded together to oNtoin the 4ostried sLjgn#j-to-nois*
ratio which to proportional to the square root of the abservtog time.
Unfortunately # oovar*l practical probloss *rise with a simple on-off
-technique.	 One is that there are numerous mall *4*1* irregularities to the
*orOi l s atmosphere which can altar the propagation of radio signals between
the on AAnd off positions.	 We can compensate for much of this Atmospheric
flucto4tl,on by employing two identical food el#**nts which are placed nloso
together on opposite sides of the focal point of the telescope, 	 Iho receiver
is swito►ied rapidly (tens of times per second) between these two food# and the
differenrc.
 #tgnal is syoaironously detected.
	
lice separation is such that the
two resultant beams are only a few beamwidths apart.	 Th the near field of the
telescope whect., the radiation patterns are nearly uniform tylinderi, the two
beams will overlap almost completely; where they start to diverge stgnificant-
ly because of diffraction depends upon the illumination patterns of tho antan-
no but is approximately the Rayleigh distance, 02 /2X, where D is the diameter
of the telescope and X she wavelength, Most of the turbulent eddies which
cause the fluctuations occur within a few miles of the earth's surface well
within the near field of most telescopes, and thus generally appear in both
beams. The fluctuations caused by these common elements will be cancelled by
the switching process, leaving only the contribution fr•m the very small or
distant calls which do not lie within both beamsos
N addition to atmospheric contributions, there can also be fluctuations
in the background emission caused by other sources within the beam, possible
5&iars, J.W.M. 1970 0 Ph.D. thesis, University of Dalft, chapter 5.
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*td&Iob* rtsponto from the sun at other strong noigMortog "urceo # and even
spurious pickup from objects on the, ground. Ikea* can significantly alter It-he
dotoof"64 00fial even "%*a ovitchins over a small single. $*cause the Plants
move through the sky, we can correct for these off act* by repeating the , A-
sUramtht At the 00W Position On 0 *Ub$Q4UQnt day After the Planet has R ►V*4
Away and than subtracting the two fign4ls to obtain just the Planetary ftiats-
Sion. The schematic program for such * technique is shown to Figure L In
this cost vo were observing Titan, the largest satellite of Saturn, and neaUd
to, consider spurious sidelobo, r*spoosos from the bright planet. The path of
Titan rolativ* to Saturn for March 16-20 t 1975 is shown by the curved lint
with the position at midnight on each dote labeled. On M%rch It, h4aa switch-
ing observattans were mad* at the positio-a of Titan east 
of 
Saturn. Pirst the
positive responding beam (solid circle) oat aimed at Titan while the negattve
wA
responding, one vas on the sky background South of the satellite. Next the
negative beam watt directed ,t Titan's position while the posttive one became
tha "aff" beam to the north. The result of Subtraction of the tv* switche4
radiomettr output* can be represented by the equation
Signal a [(Titan + background) - background south!
- thackground north - (Titan + background))	 (48)
OVANK PAWOF PM Q#JAUf V
and the not result is
siSn4l 2 Titan.
1kcaust. one beam to always on sourcc, the stsnal-to-noi4t ratio In such a
measurement is twice that of on ordinary on-off stasuramont.
A stmil&r sot of obs ►rvation# at exactly the #am* position was and* on
March 17 Wore Titan was there. the resultant of those ropres*ntad they
 emission from the sky at th* satollit0s position and so final subtrac-
tion of the measurement on March 17 from that on March 19 gave the true
brightnoax of Titan. Finally, because spurioas sidelohas to the antenna beam
pattern should be symmetric, the observations were repeated At An exactly op-
pa4ite point on the other (wait) side of SAturn. 'prey gave a similar result
to the blank sky measurement as expected. Ilia much smaller satellite Hyper-
ion, although in the vicinity, w;js too weak to prodoce any detectable effect.
13
. 4 Scanning
If the posi:ion of the moving planet is not well known or if the pointing
of the telescope is uncertain-often 
a 
problem at high frequenaies because of
both mechanical and atmo3pheric refraction effects - then an on-off technique
can either miss the planet Altogether or at least seriously degrade the re-
sponso to the object. The: position becomes a pair of now unknowns which
therefore require additional data. these could be obtained by observing at an
ad4ltional position in each of two perpendicular coordinates such that the
beam was partially on the planet but the additional time for telescope motion
generally makes it more practical to operate in a scanning mode. In this case
the xeceiver output id` sampled rapidly while scanning the telescope across the
LL
_RrA
source, in the direction along %bi,ch the tft boon are taporusd so that 6pin
the ra#Ponces Of both the positive end rAS*tive U60 to the planet are ft-
corded.	 It is most effinfent to go forward anit than backwtrd across th"
source on the sees line to that time is not ttasted in telescope notion when
i
w data cannot be recorded.
The means .east be long enough to reach the background on each and so that
a baseline way be interpolated and the flux density of the planet measured
above it.	 for a Gaussian boom, for example, the Intensity falls to t percent
of the central value at a distance of 1.3 beswidths from the peak *	by then
the signal is generally lost in the noise anyway	 ee that a scats of total^	 ^	 Y	 y	  s
lengths 7'-8 beamwidths will usually provide some baseline at each and of +e
dual-bests scan.
The peak pv	 cion of the object can be found by a fit of the beam pattern	 '.
to the data through a least $gvares procedure - often on-Ii;ne - and than a
perpendicular scan can be made thorough the peak of the firers. scan to complete
the meaouremetnt. 	 For the perpendicular scan, the feed app*ratus should be
F
a
rotated by 900 to that bath beams again pass across the planet.	 the peek
Intensity on the second beam ia, of course , the true source brightness and
a
once the complete position is known, the peak ,rote ;ltuy on the first scan can
r
be Corrected for the fractiona l offset of the beam.	 Generally relatives post-
tioning is known better than absolute, so if the planet is too Faint to be
seen on a single scan, several can be made over the same: position and the data
added together before fitting the averaged scan.
3.	 Polarization Measurements
a_
Although thermal emission is intrinsically unpolarized, a small polariza-
{ontwill be generated as the emission from within the planet crosses the isur-
m,
face outward. 20 *"Vol equotteft for p"MAtieeee at the In terfo** Uetwess
the surf&4o and atmosphere a Ilea oval  to give t%* obaervod polarleatien
as a Puna loo of dieleatria comatont and +tevi*X + l ef` * Ibis has been i►srtt-
	
° x	 cularly useful is 49uA rieeg the sum
	
other terrestrial planets by interfer-
ometric techniques where a small change can very significantly effect the vis-
t; i:bility functions (see Station Ile, below) parallel and perpendicular to the
E
	
	 interNre asw baseline? 08, In addition, ,valusbl+, studies have also been cads
of tho highly polarized synchrotron seeission from Jupiter's radiation belts.
t
Because a $Ivan feed element eon receive only one sense of polarization)
either one orientation of linear or one handodneres of circular, the general
procedure is to switch between two orthogonal but concentric loads in order to
record directly an* of the polarixod intensities or stones parameters of the
incoming radiation. notation of this freed ayston by 45" (or a phase shift for
circular feeds) eon then givee a seeoad stokes parameter. Thee total intensity
is determined by the standard bias-switching observations described above and
the three paraeriters can completely specify a linearly polarized a gnat T
measure the circular polarization requires an additional parameter which con
be obtained by Insertion of a phase shifter between th:; two perpendicular
feead's. For lntetrferomotric observations in which wee: have two separate an-
tennas, the foods in one con be rotated with respect to the other in order to
schiaue the saran result when their signals are combined. With two concentric
orthogonal foods; in each antenna, theree are 4 possible pains so thee full
polarization can be specified in a single observation.
	
F	 6Heei=les, G.B. and Drake, F.D. 1963, Icarus, 2 281.
	
F	 7Schloerb, P.F., Muhlexan, ,D.Oy., and 'Urge, C.I., 1976, Icarus 2a, 319.
aMuhloman, D.0- 0 Orton, rG. S. , and Berge, C.L. 1979, Astr	 r J. , 2340
733.
i
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yo&rs 7 it has becous possible to obtain si*-sreso4ond resolution at radio
wavelengths and it to nov possible to map the- brightness distribution *oroar
most of the
 major planets A full development of the techniques of aperture
synthesis to for beyond the *cope of this paper but we ahsll describe bore 4
tow of the key points. Mar* information can be found to various review
- 
_	 art tcles such as those in ref+erencre#
 10 11, and 12.
The brightness distribution of a complex radi o source can be represented
as of summation of Fbit rier components each of which; is a sinusoidoel temperature
distribution of some amplitude, phase, and spatial frequency. '!hire, of
course, is an angular d bstrl . b►ation and thus the spatial lrequency is the num-
ber of cycles per radian acro +es the sky rather than the morc usual time vary-
ing function. if we can measure these components and add their contributions
we can then reproduce the brightness distribution of the object. To :see how
we obtain such data let us considte the resp onse of a pair of radio telescope
separated by some distance, d, to radiation from a source at some angle* 8 with
respect to the line jointng the pair (see f igure 2)o the voltage at antenna b
is the time varying function:
F. con(W
where 8 to the amplitude:, w the angular frequency of th e radiation, and t the
time
	 At antenna. A the signal will be the same except delayed by the longer
path length it must travel or
9Ryle, M. atxd Hewish, A. 1960, Month! liatice s Ro of alstr,
IO Swensen, O.W. 1969, Annual Rey S s tic n ^e.' nd AstrolIlpomalont, E68. and Wrtxht, M.C.H. ;1 4, in Ca at. 1; an
Astronomy , ad. by 0.L. 'Verschuur and X. ' 'L. 9 ermann.- C
chapter^ 10.
12 HJellminq, R.M. 1978, An Introduct ion to the 'Very large
3n. Sot., 120, 220.
!US. o  , ,353.
Extra alactit Radio
Now York: pr nge"r- ►erleg)
Array, NRAO publication.
g cos(wt + r cos s).
If the two signals are correlated in ths, receiver, Senevally by multiplies-
tion, and then pasted through a low-pass filter to rsmove the rapidly varying
radio frequency component, the resultant power will hAve the forms
V a g) n I cos (- cos ^)	 ( #)
where y is called the visibility of the antenna pair A, g separated by
distance, d, and I is the intensity which is directly proportional to 926
this is the fundamental equation of interfaronotry and represents a quasi-
sinusoidal fringe on the sky, the spacing of which depends only upon the sepa-
ration of the two antennas in wavelengths. One fringe Length is given by the
angle o which causes a one wavelength difference in the path length to the two
antennas. As the earth rotates, the source appears to move across the sky
through this fringe and so we can measure the amplitud e A phase of this
particular spatial frequency.
Our discussion bo far has been one dimensional but if we could record the
signal from a collection of pairs each with a different spacing, d, and in
different directions we could build up a full, two-dimensional picture of an
object in the sky. Using the complex form of representation for the visi-
bility of a point soarce given in equation (5a), we have
V(„b)
	
I - e2ir(b # s)	 (5b)
where b is now the vector projection of the interferometer baseline onto the
sky in wavelengths and s is the vector position of 'ie source in the sky.
b is often broken into two perpendicular components, a and v, in the east-west
xy
s
and north-youth directions, respectively. a is similarly *xpt4med to terms
of parpandioul4 r coordinates, Xmrslly the attronnvei,cal coordinates of rixht
&10*nsion, a t
 and dealtnotion, 6. If than! intensity is a► variable function of a
position in the sky then equation (5b) becomes
V(u,v)	 i(a ►a) s, 4*d6	 tS+^)
where t has boar appropriately weighted by the response pattern of the indi-
viduAl Antennas in the pair.
Rquerton (5c) can he recnnnized as a Fourier integral, and so applying the
properties of Fourier transforms, (o.g. referenrei 13), wad can obtain the
intensity di3trihutton of the Ialaaanot or t ,Ihor ub,jeet ° .,q the relation
IO ► )	 fad (",h) o-2tti%- A dude.	 (6)
Proper solution of this intograil requires full coverage at each spacing ir:
each direction which is only available from a completely fillad aperture of
largo dimensions, In the practical application of aperture synthesis, A
reasonable nuanb4r of points a re sampled and then uniformly gridded to allow
fast Fourier transform algorithms to be applied to the data. Most instruments
employ Feuer tl antenna elements and also use changes in the source-fringe
,geometry caused by the earth's rotation to build up a large number of pair
spacings, As the earth spins on its axis a Riven baseline located on its
spherical surface will appear to rotaeta>< and also be difforootially foreshor-
toned with respect to a point on the sky so that a ► range of projected base-
13 bracowell, R.N. 1980, Ilie Fourier Transform and its 	 lications, (Now York:
McGraw- Hill) . 
A.
Uoao over a full Imi-ciroU of ditactions can lie obtained fro* a minSl* pair
to 11 hours of observir4. the Individual visibilition or* stored as they at*
mossur,ad to a computer for the subsequent analysis. t1sumlly on* 12-hour
aboorvotion is sufficient for s, good up but somativies the antenna# are moved
to a now b4scline conilluration and an #441tiooal met of vitibilttios is
accu►4ulated before a nap Is constructed.
Even well sampled maps are still ineomploo, however # and the resultant
synthesizod beams can have significant sidoloba, patterns which can distort the
apparent brightness of an extended object# 1he goneral approach to correct
for this mossy antenna pattern to to "clean" the, t ,Atj. 14 This is done by an
iterative peacoss in which the "dirty" bea ►o from an aperture synthesis obser-
vation is successively subtracted frnm the brightest spot on the map until
some desired noise level is reached. Than the skjbLraeted components are re-
stored to the MAP With A CaUW411 shaped pattern of the mama beamwidth. In
this manner the sidelobes of bright sources at different points are removed
from other positions on the map and only the true brightness remains. Some
attempts are also being made with planetary observations to subtract a uniform
disk from the data to obtain a map of only the fine structure which is visible
on the disk of the planet.
D. CAlibration
1. Intermediate Calibration
It is simple to compare the signal from a planet with a known amount of
power injected into the system between the feed element and the receiver.
This provides a ready reference but leaves two problems if we are to measure
the actual amount of radiation from the planet. First is the efficiency of
14 11ogbom, J.A. 1974, Astron. and Astrophys. Suepl., 15, 417.
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the telascopv and second to absorption by the earth** atmosphere. Both of
these can very with time and position " will be dascrtW below so that &
frequent ($*oar,ally Pato often than once pot hour) external calibration is
important. This it provided by measurement of some cosmic source of known
flux density which is near tit the sky to 0# object of interest. My change
in the response to this knoun source can then be interpolated to give a calt-
brstion function for the tyst#ms A grid of bright calibration sources can be,
secured from various catalog* of sources which are Available and it Is usually
possible to find auth A source close to the program ohj*tt so that ehaogot
between. them are negligiblo. At high frequencies, Jupiter is often used as A
good intermediate talibrstion for other plaott&ry obot:#attofts,
-1 ,
f.	 Absolute CAltbr#tton
Ilia intermediate ealiheatora d1low determinottoo of very good relative
values but we most kaov their Absolute flux donsitios if we are to 4atermitio
the true* flux density of the Planot W which we are interested. This requires
determining the absolute gain of the antanna system and the atmospheric ex-
ttnction-
4 ) Al te"n4 gain - The ab8ol"te gain of a parabolic reflector and feed is
extremel y t1ifficult to caloullite, exactly because of irregularities in tht Our-
fsee. which Are difficult to Assess, spurious roflactions from the support leg$ J.
for the feed At the focal point, distortion of the illumination of the reflec-
tor by the feeds ) ate. Also, as an antenna foll4wa a source across the sky,
the changing Xrovitatiot%Al pull tan Altar all of the por#m#tar%. At long
wavtlongths Absolute mea4uromants Wive been made using large wavaguidt horns
for which the gain tan be accurately t*Icalated (*to the review in reference
these horns, of necessity, havo fairly small ap*rtur4s so that only the
very stronjest sources are briSht enough to be accurately measured and then
weaker sources ,dust be compared with those -to set up, the fall intermediate
calibration grid. Sometimes a black disk of known temperature can be set up
several kilometers away in the Ear field of the antennas and the response of
the *yet** recorded as it is scanned past the d sk. 16 1he disk is a wall
calibrated amitt+ee but there can still be some spurious response from local
terrain so the :absolute values have an uncertainty of about 10%.
The primary calibrator at frequencies below about 25 GHz is the supernova
remnant Cassiopeia A. 7he absolute measurements of it have been made at sev-
eral frequeneies, 19 and the spectrum can be well fit by a power law with
decreasing flux density at higher frequencies, characteristic of synchrotron
radiation rather than the thermsl emission most common for the planets.
Although this source which is the remainb of an exploded star, is expanding
and slowly fading, its decrease: In flux density is well documented"," and
the absolute flux density should be known to better than 5'% at any given
frequency and date.
Because of its reduced flux density at higher frequencies and its some-
what extended size Cam A is not a good calibrator above about 25 GHz, however,
and another source must be chosen. This is usually the compact ionized hydro-
gen cloud (HII region) called DR21. Its temperature and density can both be
determined from its optical emission and because it is a thermal radiator the
absolute radio spectrum of DR21 can he accurately calculates to provide a
15 Findlay, J.W. 1966,` 	 Annual Review of Astron. and Astro h s., 4, 77.
16Troitsky, V.S. and Tseitlin, N.Mo 1962, RaddioFizica, 5, 623.
17 Baars, J.W.M., Genzel, R., Pauliny-Toth, I.T.K., and Witzel, A. 1977, Astron. and
Astrophys., 61, 99.,
1 DH ent, W.A., Auer, H.D. and Olsen, E.T. 1974, Astrophys. J. Letters, 188,
L11.
19 0aars, J.W.M., Genzel, R., Paul ny-Toth, I.I.K., and Witzel, A. 1977, Astron. and
Astrophya., 61, 99.
relersnce.20 At still higher frequencies (greater than about 100 409) the
emission from dust grains in the vicinity of lIII make the spectrum of that
object unc+artsinll and still, other calibration teehaiquss west be swployed.
nose usually involve a careful calculation of all factors affecting this
'	 antenna pattern and then correction for the effect of the earth's atmosphere
Opon the signal.
b) Atmospheric effects - Molecular oxygen and water vapor in the earth's
atmosphere have a number of rotational transitions at microwave frequencies
which produce significant and variable absorption. Thus particularly where no
f
calibrator outside the earth's atmosphere is available we must consider the
extinction by the atmosphere. The transfer of radio signals through this a
atmosphere can be represented by
T (v) • 'r (v) a -TV + ;pv Tge" (rv`t v )dt u	 (7)
where all quantities are at a given frequency, v. Th
 is the measured
brightness temperature, To is the true brightness temperature of the source,
TK
 is the kinetic temperature of the atmosphere, t is the total optical depth
of the medium or [dt, and dt is the opacity given by the expression dt 	 xda
where K is the absorption coefficient and ds is the incremental path length
3y
through the medium.	 The first term on the right hand side of equation (7)
represents the extinction of the source brightness; the .second term adds an
additional signal to the apparent brightness from the atmosphere. 	 Because in
the beam-switching mode the path through the troposphere of the two beaus is
'	 = nearly identical, the second' term drops out in the difference expression and
{
20rmnt, W.A.	 1972,	 A4stro figs. J., 177, 93•
21 Ulich, -BqL. 1974, Icarus, 21	 254,
we need consider only the extinction to detstratne, the true brithtness of the
observed planet or other source. V# eight point out, hooevorp that the &too#-
pheric contribution in the second term does add noise to the system thus
affecting the sensitivity*
At a given observing site the atmosphere can be well Approximated by a
series of plant parallel layers so that the path length and thus extinction
through the atmosphere will vary as the secant of the zenith angle, Z. I%4-
surements at two zenith Angles should therefore be sufficient to determine the
optical depth, T. often, however, the atmosphere varies on & time stAla which
is faster than that required for the source to move through A sigoLficant
zenith angle and so the extinction is measured by taking "dip curves" with the
antenna. in this procedure we utilize the second term in the right hand aide
of eq"ation (7) by turning off the boom switch and observing blank sky at
several positions between the zenith and the horizon. With virtually no back-
ground rodiation the observed signal will be the temperature of the earth's
atmosphere times the absorption coefficient integrated over the path length
whiob again varies as secant (Mnith angle). The extinction and noise
contributed by the atmosphere can be determined by a least squares fit to
several points at different zenith angle. To tie all the measured signals to
an absolute basis, a microwave absorber at a known temperature can be
alternately placed In front of the feed to give an accurately known amount of
power for comparison with the other values.22 After consideration of the
errors in all the various steps in performing an absolute calibration at
millimeter wavelangthso we conclude that such measurements should have an
absolute uncertainty of less than about 7 percent.23
22UIich, B.G., Davis, JoNs, Rhodes, NJ., and Hollis, j.M. 1980, IEEE Trans. Anton-
as Pro p,!AaSi2a., in press.
24MP.h. R.L. and Haaa. R.W. 1976. AstroDhvs. J. Sunvl.. 30. 247.
}it.	 Applications
A.	 Studies of the atmospheres of the Planets}
Not only does the earth's atmosphere contain molecules with microwave
transitions but so do the atmosphere$ of several other planets. 	 in addition
to oxygen and water vapor, molecules of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, ear
monial and hydrogen affect the microwave opacity in various planetary a mo-
spheres.	 In general the transition probabilities and/or abundance of these
noleculas are sufficiently small so that a high opacity is reached only in the
deep atmosphere where pressure broadening has smeared the individual rotation-
al transitions into a single broad absorption band. 	 Therefore we cannot use
spectrometric techniques to look at individual line profiles, measure veloci-
ties, etc., but merely use moderate bandwidth continuum radiometry at several
► wavelengths to look at the general band structure. 	 Analysis of the measured
temperature across the band ;gives us a profile of the temperature distribution
with depth in the planetary atmosphere.
	
To evaluate it, we consider the
transfer equation of radiation through that planet's atmosphere which in iden-
tical to that through the earth's (equation 7) except that To is now the
brightness temperature of the surface of the planet and ac v is the absorption
coefficient of the materials in its atmosphere.
In the center of the molecular band where the absorption coefficient is
greatest wereach at large optical depth in a short path length so that in the
center we measure the temperature ofthe high atmosphere whereas in the wings,
with the lower absorption coefficient, we receive radiation from deeper down.
The tropospheres of all the planets are heated from below by convection and so
the outward decrease in temperature produces an absorption band with the low-
ast brightness in the center. 	 Figure 3 24 shows Che profile of ,Jupiter's
1
24 Tomasko, D., Dickel, J.R., and Goodman, G.C. 1974, Bull.	 American	 Astron.
Sec.,	 6,	 377.
thermal onissi ►n at si+erowever frequencies Mhsre thee absorption is caused by an
inversion transition of the aswwn a molocule centered at a frequency of 23.7
Olio (or a Wavelength of 1.23 to). On the short wavelength side there is over-
lap with pressure-induced dipole absorption by the hydrogen moleculo.2 5
 'lime
observations are represented in the figure by dots with their error bar# and
the solid tines represent the brightness temperature expected for models of
7
r
Jupiter's atmosphere which to almost pure hydrogen but with trace amounts of
methane (0.32 by number of molecules) and the ammonia abundance# given. The
different materials not only affect the microwave opacity but also control the
temperature gradient in the atmosphere which has a value of »2*/km The effec-^
tive planetary temperature was 130 K,
Infrared messureeeeents have indicated that above the troposphere, Jupiter
has a stratosphere where the tempeeraturp
 rises again. Several attempts have
been node to detect narrow emission lines of ammonia from this region but with
negative results . 26
 e27 It has been possib l e to conclude that the relative
abundance of ammonia in the stratosphere is less than 1/100 of that in the
lower atmosphere. Apparently the ammonia has been frozen out in a cloud layer
and does not rise Above it.
The one molecular line which has been seen at sufficiently low pressure
in planetary atmospheres to require actual Spectrometric techniques and give
some detailee information is the 115 GHz J w l+O transition of carbon monoxide
in the upper atmospheres of Vanua and Msrs. 28 , 29
 1hease data allow us to probe
P_
25Goodman, G.C. 1969 0
 Ph.D. thesis, University of Illinois.
26Gulkis, S., Klein, M.J. and Poynter, Roo, 1974, in Exploration of the	 ap	
, Planetary S stem-IAU S en osum #65, ed. by A. Woszcyyk and C. lwaniszewsk,'
P
•
,	 '	 !
27Dickel J.R. 197+5 Icarus 29 283.;
:.	 29Kakar, R.K., Waters, J. R.' and Wilson, W.J. 1976 0 Science, 191, 379.
1977, Science , 196, 1090.
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m23ft
IAthe chemistry and dynamics in a high altitudo r nse which is not accessible to
direct study by other soon*. At this high frequency the overall_ required9
bandwidth Is quit* large and the spectrometer consists of .a sort*# of narrow
bandwidth filters tuned to adjacent frequencies in the intermediste-frequency
stage of the receiver after the signal has been mixed down from the original
high frequency, The responses of the Individual filters con bent calibrated by
observing a source of continuum radiation which should produce the same
responses in each channel.
r,p
a. Planets without. Atmospheres
Microwave radiometry can also Rive us important information about the
surface materials of bodies without atmosphereas	 aver since the first radio-
metric observations of our nearest planetary neighbor, the moon, in 194530 we
have been acquiring very detailed information on the thermal and dielectric
properties of the surface materials of the planets. The solid surface re-
ceives heat from incoming solar radtation which is transported downward into
the planet by conduction. At a given point the input of heat necessary to
raise the temperature a given amount is proportional to (psjk) 1/2 where p is
the densi Py , s the specific heat of the material,., and k the thermal conductiv-
ity, but the cond-+ctivity also enters to carry the heat away from the region
so the final temperature is governed by a quantity (kps) 1/ 2 which is called
the thermal inertia. It measures the effective resistance of a medium to
heating.
Because the planets spin, they will alternately be exposed to the incom-
ing solar radiation and to cold sky so that the heat flaw actually reversers
periodically and a thermal, wave is set up in the surface layers. This has -a
3%Jcke , R.H. and Beringer, R. 19$6, Arstroghys. J. 103, 375.
t
a
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1/2l'traMeE ^ ^ th/P 4`s ^
vh*r* P to the spin. period of the abjett end the ath*rr symbol* are ss deftnsd
Above.	 This variation in temperature has an interestinS illustration in the
planet Mercury O*ich, because of its very elliptical orbit around the sun and
its tidally locked spin period of exactly 2/3 its orbital period, has aA
permanent difference in average solar input at various longitudes.
	
Iho
resultant brightness curves, shown to Figure 4,3 1 are thus different at
different longitudes.
The thermal parameters can also vary With depth below the planetary our-
face and to relate them to the observed brightness requires a knowledge of the
r
depth, 1, from which the radio-emission arises. 	 this given by
i - Oiic 1/2 tan A)-1	 (9)
	
r
where c is `,he dielectric constant and tan A is a quantity called the loss
M
tangent of the material which is given by
^ x
tan b	 W/ct	 t1 >
where o is the electrical conductivity. 	 The lass tangent essentially causes a
please change in the wave as it propagates which produces self interference or
an effective absorption.
	
tE the material is layered there will also be a
reflection and change in emissivity at each interface which depentl upon the
g
4 %jei,n, N.J., 1970,. 	 Radio Science, S, 397.F
dielectric constant. With appropriatee values for the various parmisteers at
each depth the equation of radiative transfer `can be intograted outVsr4 to
determine the _emergent intensity at the planetary surface for comparison With
the data at several wavelengths. Such analyses have arecently been applied to
several satellites and asteroids as well as the terrestrial planets. to
general we fiord that they require layered surfaces with a toatios of duet#
having low tho eeal Inertia, overlying more compacted eesterial. 52 r33 on the
moon, the availability of ineitu data coupled with the every high resolution
available from radio inteerfarometry have allowed considerably more soph sti-
cored analysis sue•h as the derivation of actual heat flow rates and conductty-
ity in the surface layers rather than just mean thermal, inertia parameter#740
C.	 bodies with Both a (Radio) Visible Surface and an Atmosphere.
' 1ha planet Venus has a very thick atmosphere, but carbon dioxide, the me-
jor constituent, has only a very small radio opacity.	 The wing of its smeared
rotational bands is evident at short wavelengths so that the effective alti-
tude at which the temperature is measured lies up in the cooler atmosphere? but;.
at a wavelength of 6 cm we sea through the atmosphere to the 750 K solid our-t
face of the planet (Figure 5 ). 34	 This spectrum, reveals an additional pheno-
menon whicie has never been explained, however: 	 at longer wavelengths, beyond
about 15 cm, the brightness temperature drops again.	 'this feature has been
further confirmed observationally 35 ► 36 so the effect is real but we know of no
material which absorbs in that spectral range. 	 Refraction in the atmosphere
ry
0
D.D. and Klein, M.J.	 1970,	 Astro h s. J.,	 160, 325.3 2 Morrison:,; Dickel, J .R. 1979, in Asteroids, ed,	 by	 ,	 ere s ( xttt 4on• Univ. of Arizona
Press), 212.
34Warnock, W.W. and Dinkel, J.R. 1972,	 lc^ar^ rue,	 17, .682,
35 Ccndon, J.J., J,aunce:y,	 D.L. and yerbucy, M.:J., 1973, Astrophys,, . 0 183 0 1075.
6Muhleman, A.D., Berge, 4,1. and Orton, G.S. 1973, Aet`rcphys. J. ► 	 183,	 1081,.
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or an ionosphere acre also insuiticioat to explain this pssultar offset which
still defies understanding.
Another interesting feature of Venus is the look of oar dotescal^le +liter-
nal teeeporature variation at the surtsse.37
 #38 Although its rotation porired
with respect to the sun is very slots, at^out iZ4 eaRth-days, the tremendous
heat capacity of an atmosphere of C -• almost 100 tie#ss as #tense as the
earth's atmosphere, does not allover significant temperature sh°tinges.
D. Aperture $ynthesis Maps of Jupiter 's Radiation Melts,
An interesting application of aperture eynthes 's has recently been tip
plied to observations of Jupiter. Although it takes 12 hours to accumulate
the data for one map, the planet rotates- in slightly
 less then 10 hours, to it
is not possible to fully asp features at a particular longitude on Jupiter in
a single. session. To overcome this, de P4ter 39 observed the planet for 12
hours on each of six successive days and then perforated a massive sorting o f
the data based upon the comensurabi;li.ty of the earth's and JPpiter's rotation
periods to obtain an identical spatial .frequency coverage for separate maps
every 15' in Jovian rotation angle. Figure b shows four of the twenty-four
such maps obtained by this procedure at a wavelength of 21 cat. The twenty-
four frames have been combined into a movie showing the rotation of the plan-
et. In this case mo
s
t of the emission is syncheotron radiation from raletiv-
istte electrons trapped in Jupiter's magnotosphere and the observed changes
can be attributed to the varying aspect of the complex magnetic field which we
view as the planet rotates and also the bunching of particles caused by Jupi-
ter's satellites and other conditions,
37 Dickel, .J,R. Warnock, W.W. and Medd, W.J. 1968, Nature^  220, 1 183.
38 morrison, D.D. 1969, Science, 10, 815.
,39 do Pater, 1. 1980, Astron. and Astroehys., 88, 175.
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Zit.	 MAeluding marks
All the standard techniques of radio astronomy are necessary for studying
the many aspects of the planets ands because of their peculiar reaturo # several
additional considerations becoos important, 	 xhsir various mottoes, for oxam-
plo t affect the procedures adopted for loath on-off and a	 rture synthesisP	 ^	 ^
observations.	 lha, high pressures found in some planetary atmosphere signift-
,antly alter standard spectrometric techniqu es.
As equipment improves at millimeter wavelengths and aperture synthesis
techniques become more refined, many now data should continue to become avail-
able to help us understand the exciting variety, of objects in she solar syas-
tent.	 Sensitive radiometry at both centimeter and mtllioeter wavelengths of a
much larger sample of asteroids and satellites is currently in progress and
planned.	 This will give sin the opportunity to establish similarities and dif-
5
,A	 1
ferences in characteristics between the various classes of objects and see how
they relate to other bodies.
The opportunities of aperture synthesis observations are ever expanding.
nze recently completed Very TArge Array of Radio Telescopes is already being
used. for observations of Venus, Jupiter (its disk, radiation belts, and satel-
lites), Saturn plus its amazing ring system, Titan, Uranus and several aster-
oids,
	
plans to observe Neptune and other lesser bodies are in the works.
These observations allow the opportunity of seeing features on the larger ob-
jects and recording the actual sizes and shapes of the smaller ones.	 For ex-
ampla, the observations of Saturn allow us to not only measure the brightness
changes between the canter of the disk and the edges caused by opacity i
atmosphere but also to see the absorption by the rings in front of the disk
_,. and their emission outside.	 the separate rings can also be recognized.	 As
these and similar observations are completed we are becoming able to charac-`
terize the radio emission from other real and understandable, worlds rather
than mere point sources of emission.
The author ' s research on ohs planets has been supported by 14ASf Mraint MR
14-005 -176 to	 i Universi ty of Illinois*	 1
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ngura Nptions
-off w&sur000nt of Satuto t aI. A schematic observing pr0004ore for an on
satellite Saturn to remove the effect of background r#dtatton and spurious
responses from Saturn itself. Thee circles indicate the half-powor response
width of the antenna and the numbers, next to the tr ►cko of the planetary
motion are dates in March 1977*
2. Oeometry of a simple interfarometer with 2 antennas A rand' n separated by a
t1istance- d.
3. 'the observed microwave, spectrum of the disk of Jupiter compared with
calo,ulated modols of Jupiter's atmosphere for several different abundances of
atmno"ia (reference 19).
4# The variatton in the microwave brightness temperature for several differ-
ent longitudes on Mercury ar, a function of solar illumination (from reference
25).
5, 'the observed microwave spectrum of Venus illustrating absorption by its
atmosphere at the shortest wavelengths, emission from the planetary surface
beginning at a wavelength of about 6 cm and then an unexplained decrease in
brightness at wavelengths longer than about 15 cm (reference 28).
6. Maps of the tion-thermal radio emission from Jupiter at a wavelength of 21
cm. The circle represents the visible disk of the planet. The longitude of
the observed central meridian of Jupiter to shown in the upper left of each
from* lh* left hand side shows the total intensity and the right show* the
tiruulorly polorised *oWtom which wrist as wr view the wAgnotiu field at
different inclinations with Jup tor's rotation. 'Thy► solid contour* represent,
right-hand and the dashed contour# loft-Mod polarization (reference 33)
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